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One of the most highly regarded and sought-
after genres of breweriana are the captivating 
signs manufactured by Gill Glass and Fixture 
Company. Far more appreciated today than 
when produced in the late 1930s, these lights are 
yearned for and sought after by a huge propor-
tion of breweriana collectors. No matter what 
their “standard” items are, hardly a collector in 
the hobby does not covet at least one form of a 
‘Gillco’ lighted advertising sign. Because Gillco 
signs were generally produced in small batches 
and few survivors exist, these signs have become 
highly desired and valued by collectors, with 
prices at shows and auctions reflecting both their 
rarity and desirability.

Gillco produced different models of illumi-
nated glass signs, but here we’ll focus on the 
company and one of its most recognizable sign 
models: the “Cab Light.”

 
The Highest Quality

Renowned for its elegant and ornate lighting 
fixtures, the Gill Glass and Fixture Company was 
established in 1876 in Philadelphia, Pennsylva-
nia. With its tradition of skilled glassmaking, the 
company survived the Great Depression to be-
come one of the “largest manufacturers of Illumi-
nating Glassware and Lighting Fixtures” accord-
ing to their catalogs of the 1930s. From the start, 
their high-quality glass fixtures were among the 
most expensive—retailing for as much as $500 in 
1938, a cost approximately equal to a staggering 
$8,752 in today’s dollars. But for a company that 
was recognized as one of the oldest and largest 
glass manufacturers of its type, surprisingly little 
is known about the Gill Glass Company beyond 

The Enduring Artistry 
of the Gillco Cab Light

what can be gleaned from old gazetteers, directo-
ries, and public records.

Capitalizing on innovative design and glass 
foundry techniques, Gill Glass began developing 
various forms of outdoors illuminated glass adver-
tising signs in 1931. It was around this time that 
the trade name ‘Gillco’—an abbreviated form of the 
full company name—appeared with little to no fan-
fare, initially on gas pump globes. Soon thereafter, 
Gill Glass jumped on the burgeoning post-Prohibi-
tion market for lighted tavern, counter, and window 
promotional advertising.

In 1936, the company filed design patents for 
some of its most elaborate of all signs. These came 
to be affectionately known as “Cab Lights” because 
of their resemblance to the illuminated dome-like 
lights mounted on taxi cab roofs of the era. They 
were smaller than other signs made by Gillco, and 
were especially intended for the better type of Tav-
ern, Rathskeller, Beer Parlor, and Taproom.

Painstakingly handmade, featuring expertly-
composed art, porcelain fired-on-glass graphics, 
ornately glue chipped reflector lenses, and elabo-
rately scalloped bases made from forged metals; 
Gillco cab lights are among the most decorative and 
unique lighted advertising signs ever created. Their 
intricate designs were influenced by the popular Art 
Deco style of that era.

by Chad Haas

This Dawson’s sign (of New Bedford, MA) is a favorite among the owner’s 
several Gillco lighted signs in his New England breweriana 

and can collection. Photo courtesy Dan Morean
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Unrivaled 

Manufacturing 
Process

In addition to their beauty, 
these cab lights were among the 
most sturdy and well-constructed 
glass signs ever produced. They 
were designed to sit elegantly 
“behind the bar” to entice pa-
trons with their backlit glass 
panels that imbued a warm glow 
to dimly-lit taverns of that era. 
Adorned with brilliant colors and 
artistically-composed graphics, 
Gillco cab lights were unequaled 
by the comparatively less expen-
sive and more generic-looking 
signs issued by competitors.

From the beginning, the glass 
was relatively durable. By using 
a process where porcelain enamel 
was fired onto the glass, Gillco 
signs departed radically from 
more commonly used and less 
expensive methods of printing 
inks onto glass.  

A description of how these 
signs were created underscores 
the astonishing time and hand 
craftsmanship required in their 
manufacture. First, artists em-
ployed by Gill Glass designed and 
painted illustrations for client 
approval. 

The approved art was 
transferred to the rear 
surface of a flat, 
crystal glass 
disk through a 
screen print-
ing process, 
where fine-
ly-ground 
porcelain 
crystals 
(called frit) 
colored with 
metallic 
oxide, were 
applied di-
rectly to the 
glass surface 
through a 
mesh stencil.  

Next, the 
glass disk with applied artwork 
was placed in a kiln; basically an 
oven that operates at extremely 
high temperatures (between 
1150 and 1260 degrees). After 
several hours of firing, the high 
heat melted the porcelain and 
fused it permanently to the glass. 
When the glass was sufficiently 
cooled, the step was repeated for 
each additional color applied to 
the disk. So, if a sign contained 
artwork that featured five colors, 

the glass may have been fired in 
the kiln as many as five sepa-
rate times. Because porcelain 
is a combination of glass and 
metal, it renders a design that 
is far more permanent than any 
other form of illuminated glass 
advertising of that era.

The “Cab Light” 
Creation

After the graphics were ap-
propriately fused to the glass, 
the cab lights’ unique curved, 

shell-like shape was 
crafted by placing the 
glass disk on top of a 
convex mold. After being 
placed in the kiln, heat 
slowly softened the glass 
just enough for grav-
ity to slump it over the 
mold to form this special 
curved shape.

Gillco cab light signs 
were comprised of two 
pieces of glass. The front 
was made of a translu-
cent or semi-transparent 
(in whole or in part) indi-
cia-bearing (i.e., “adver-
tising”) panel that was 
secured by a metal strap 
to a similarly-shaped 
rear panel, created to 
be opaque by mirroring. 
This rear panel is called 

Photo courtesy Ron Small

Gillco creatively offered 
different style packages consisting 
of low and high profile glass for 
their signs. Since any of their four 
standard bases could be used for 
either profile, Gillco was able to 
offer signs that visually, were 

Different Appearance Packages
different from one another. 
Coupled with four bases to 
choose from, the two lens profiles 
gave their customers a variety of 
appearance options.

Photo courtesy John Bain

This Burger Brau (Cincinnati, OH) cab light features Gillco’s dimpled 
aluminum base. Photo courtesy Mike Beissel
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a “reflector lens”—it reflects light off its mirrored surface 
back through the front panel. To intensify the brilliance 
and depth of the advertising art in the foreground, the 
reflector lens served as an attractive and striking decorative 
backdrop featuring glue-chipped or wrinkled-finished glass 
that was silvered or gilded. On some signs, gold was even 
used on the inside surface.

Even the reflector lens was an elaborate creation. Its 
special effects were achieved by first sandblasting the glass 
to etch it, and then by applying an animal hide glue com-
position to the surface. When the glass was placed in a 
drying oven, the glue chipped glass away with it as it dried, 
cutting the surface of the glass. Gilding the glass after it 
was glue-chipped gave the reflector lens the brilliancy of a 
fractured precious metal.  

After all of this meticulous and painstaking atten-
tion to the glass detailing, Gill Glass was not about to 
skimp on the design of the metal bases for its cab lights. 
Highly ornate and beautifully cast, four different styles of 

bases featuring 
Art Deco design 
elements were 
offered to custom-
ers. To make the 
decorative bases, 
a pattern board 
was carved out of 
wood in the shape 
of the base form, 
and given to a 
foundry to make a 
mold. The molten 
metal, primarily 
aluminum, was 
poured into a sand 
cast. After cooling, 
it was separated 
from the sand and 
readied for further 
finishing.

This is a Hollen’s Canadian Ale (of Hillsgrove, RI) Gillco cab light. 
Hollen’s was in operation only two years (1936 to 1938) dating 
this sign with certainty. Photo courtesy Ed and Greg Theberge

Imported Beers

Although most Gillco customers consisted of US-based, 
mid-sized breweries, there were a few mega-breweries among 

their international clientele, including Lowenbrau (Bavaria, 
Germany) and Pilsner Urquell 

(Czech Republic).

Photo courtesy John BainPhoto courtesy the author

There are quite a few examples of Gillco cab lights that 
are possibly one-of-a-kind pieces. One such example is 
a Tally Ho Beer (of New York) light-up sign. Stretching 
over two feet long it is 60% larger than a normal Gillco 
cab light, it may be the only known sign in this larger 

size. Photo courtesy Morphy Auctions of Denver, PA
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Built to Last
Gillco cab lights were not only elaborately 

and artistically constructed, they were also built 
to last. Although it is possible to scratch or chip 
the ad panel of a Gillco cab light with excessive 
abuse, the fired-on indicia finish is quite tough. 
Before the days when they became highly collect-
able, cab lights may have spent years or even de-
cades languishing in inhospitable environments, 
exposed to heat, cold, moisture, or all three. Not 
to mention barkeeps who were busy slinging 
drinks to patrons who no doubt damaged many a 
sign that got caught in the “line of fire.” The fact 
that many surviving examples remain with most 
or all of their unvarnished original beauty is a 
testament to their durability.

The only known West Coast cab lights 
ever made are Alaska Lager (of 

Ketchikan, Alaska) and Salem Beer 
(of Salem Oregon).   

Photos courtesy 
Andy Abel

Photo courtesy Patrick Franco

Photos courtesy Bryan Anderson

By contrast, other more common forms of 
reverse-on-glass processes—most of which ap-
plied silk-screened paints or inks that were 
not “baked” onto the surface—were subject to 
deterioration by weathering of their pigments. 
While this deterioration may take place slowly, 
many reverse on glass (ROG) painted signs found 
today suffer from graphics that have lost their 
brilliance, or that have peeled, crazed, or fallen 
off. With proper care, Gillco signs were intended 
to last a business lifetime, which is why, even 
though they are now more than 80 years old, 
many survivors not only retain original artwork 
that is clear and readable, but also continue to 
shine with brilliant colors remarkably unaffected 
by age. Main article continues next pg.

Small Signs for Small Breweries

The Salem Beer 
cab light is 
particularly 

interesting in that 
upon first glance 

they 
appear identical, 

but the 
designers at Gill 
Glass made two 

variations of 
artwork, each 
shown here.

Gill Glass’ versatility in accommodating small breweries is also worth noting. While it had a handful 
of regular, large customers, namely Pabst and Trommers, the company was primarily patronized by 

many small—in fact even obscure—beer brands. Among them were the Washington Brewing
Company (of Washington, Pennsylvania) and Southern 

Brewing (of Tampa, Florida) pictured here.
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A passionate collector of lighted signs from Gillco, Price Bros. 

and Crystal Manufacturing, NABA member Chad Haas has been 
collecting breweriana for 30+ years. In addition to lighted ROG 

signs, Chad specializes in collecting and researching the history 
of advertising from the Jacob Leinenkugel Brewing Company of 
Chippewa Falls, WI. Originally from Wisconsin, Chad now lives 
in Beaverton, OR, and can be reached at chad.haas.email@

gmail.com. He would like to express his enormous gratitude to 
John Bain and Ken Quaas for their very generous assistance in 
contributing to making this article a reality.

A Short-Lived Art Form
Unfortunately, the cost of materials and labor required 

to make these signs is the likely reason they were pro-
duced for only a handful of years before the company dis-
continued them around 1940. The US’s 1941 entry into 
World War II no doubt factored further in their demise as 
the use of many raw materials—like the metal used in the 
bases of cab lights—were rationed for the war effort.

Although cab lights were only made for a few years, 
Gill Glass continued producing other beautiful products 
until 1959, when its assets were acquired by other com-
panies. At the time of its closing, Gill Glass occupied 
an entire city block and was among the oldest glass 
companies of its kind. Little is known about the factors 
contributing to the company’s end. But today, the Gillco 
name resonates strongly among breweriana collectors. 
The company’s dedication to the art of making captivat-
ing beer advertising resulted in heirloom quality items. It 
is this superiority of the final product that differentiates 
Gillco signs—especially, the captivating cab light—from 
all others.

This Old Oxford Ale light was made for 
Renner, a brewery that was founded 

in 1865 and became the longest-
operating brewery within 

Youngstown, OH by the 
time it closed in 1962. 

This is the only known 
example of this sign. 

Photo courtesy 
Larry Moore

Notice the bottle with its paper label on this Kaier’s Beer (of 
Mahanoy City, PA) cab light. Because labels were frequently 
changed to keep the look of breweries’ brands fresh, it is far 

from common to see a label depicted in what was marketed as a 
permanent type of advertising. Photo courtesy Chris Watt

This Pabst Blue Ribbon 
Beer & Ale (of Milwau-
kee, WI) Gillco is in the 
collection of the author.

Old Tankard Ale was a 
brand of Pabst (of Milwau-
kee, WI). This cab light fea-
tures a decorative gold-leaf 

reflector lens—a striking 
option. Photo courtesy 

Dave Doxie

Gillco made this Web-
ber’s Lager Beer light 
(below)  for Crockery 
City Ice & Products 

Company (of East Liv-
erpool, OH). It features 
a unique silver foil on 
its reflector lens that 
mimics the appear-
ance of an asteroid. 

Photo courtesy 
John Bain

Star Ales and Lager sign made for Star Brewing (of Boston, 
MA) features a beautiful Art Deco styled cast base. 

Photo courtesy John Bain


